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War of the sexes, 30
Freedom’s daughters

 
Harold A. Covington is a neonazi and a novelist.
He advocates the creation of a new nation, a white
Republic in the Pacific Northwest region of the US
as a sanctuary to prevent the extinction of whites.
Covington’s five novels present a fictionalized
account of the rise of a future Northwest
American Republic. This nation secedes from the
US, ejects all non-white inhabitants from its

territory and becomes a regional superpower, defeating US
attempts to re-conquer it.

Corinna Burt (“Axis Sally”) was Covington’s personal assistant, co-
host and appeared on his weekly podcasts numerous times. She
apparently was screwing black guys while working with white
supremacist Covington. After leaving Covington Burt went back to
her vomit: bodybuilding and a pornstar job. The bitch even
attacked Covington and white supremacy in her blog and in her
YouTube channel.

How could this have happened to a novelist that has been
compared to Homer by one of the finest Europeans intellectuals?
The answer is simple: because Covington believes that in the
coming racial wars women are interchangeable with men. He even
coined a term for such women in his quintet, “gun bunnies.” If we
keep in mind what John Sparks and the blogger have been saying
in the last 29 entries we can see how silly this view is from the
standpoint of natural science.

The best way to illustrate Covington’s feminist views is simply
quoting  from what he wrote in the last novel of his quintet,
Freedom’s Sons, a book of almost a thousand pages. In the
prologue he wrote:

Wingfield scowled after her: “I’m sorry if my order to keep our
female comrades out of direct combat ruffled their feathers, and
I know they’re all as brave as lions or they wouldn’t be here…”
[p. xxxvii]

Brave as men. Really? Where’s the historical precedent that
soldier women have joined men on the front during the bloody
battles that marked the destiny of the nations?

A number of Nationalist soldiers wearing NDF [Northwest
Defense Force] tiger-stripes—mostly female, in view of
Wingfield’s ban on women in direct combat for the operation—
were manning the electronic gear and talking into microphones,
wireless phones, and typing on laptops. [p. xli]

From the feminist viewpoint the Northwest American Republic
looks like Murka II, and to boot, Murkans incorporate second-
wave feminism (keep in mind the blogger’s analysis of feminism in
the previous posts).

“Okay, comrades, we’re going to have a major troop movement
of about four thousand men crossing the enemy’s front, and we
need to make sure they don’t get hammered by the heavy stuff,”
called out Wingfield. “Who’s hooked up with artillery fire
control?”

A woman soldier raised her hand. “I am sir.” [xliii]

Covington is no natural scientist. The point of keeping women
away from the front is that their wombs are too precious for the
fulfillment of the fourteen words. In addition to their lower
strength, lower resistance and lower IQs you simply cannot
endanger them as if they were mere grunts.

“Two of ’em at least are gone, sir,” Lieutenant Campbell said.
“We have a Threesec spotter doing a Tarzan act up on top of the
I-5. She climbed up there onto a beam or something pretty high
up, where she can see over what’s left of the buildings along the
river. She’s got a set of field glasses, one of our radios she got
from somewhere, and a wireless laptop. What she can’t see, she
can get off Google and CNN. She has a bird’s eye view of
Edgewater golf course, the Arboretum and Delta Park East. She’s
calling in to C Battery, that’s the 155s on the corner of Maritime
and Columbia, and also to the Sector Two mortar crews’ fire
control officer. That’s about twenty-five pieces, eighty-one mils
mostly. She’s dropping some heavy shit on those niggers along
MLK and all the way down to Bridgeton.”

“She?” shouted Wingfield in exasperation. “Judas priest, did
none of you ladies understand my order to stay out of direct
contact with the enemy? I thought I was supposed to be a
general or something? Army Council says so, anyway. Didn’t any
of these mutinous gals get the memo?”

“This girl says she’s Third Section and she knows you, sir,”
replied Campbell. “Anyway, she didn’t ask me or anybody else
here. She just went out there on her own. First we heard of it was
when she started calling in to C Battery a few minutes ago.”

“Pipe it up so I can hear whatever the hell she’s doing,” ordered
Wingfield. [p. xliv]

What would a Nazi of the 1930s think of this American neonazi?
This fictional liberalism looks like a typical Jewish psyop to
sabotage the military of an Aryan nation.

In the first chapter of Freedom’s Sons, “A Madhouse of Ministries”
Covington wrote what is perhaps the most offensive lines of his
long novel:

The new government department consisted of 32 people plus
himself, about evenly split between male and female. [p. 8]

So in Covington’s “Nazi” cabinet more women were appointed
than what Donald Trump is appointing for his cabinet this very
day! Another offensive line appears a few pages ahead:

“A lot of Christians and general Neanderthal male chauvinist
types want to go back to an all-male army.” [p. 23]

The only Neanderthal is he who believes that only the Christians
have had all-male armies. You can imagine what would have
happened to the Muslims in their battles with us if they harbored
armies evenly split between male and female, and let’s not talk
about the non-Christian Spartans or the ancient Romans.

“No more. From now on citizenship and the right to vote is
something that has to be earned, and right now the only ones
who have earned it are those who fought in the NVA [Northwest
Volunteer Army] and the NDF. I have been told that there will
be ways in which non-NVA veterans may apply for and receive
third-class citizenship, which will get you one vote. Us guys who
put our lives on the line for our race and our new nation will
have two or three votes each, that’s true, but that’s as it should
be. And there’s other ways you can get a vote. For example, one
of the things they’re talking about at the Convention in Olympia
is allowing mothers with children to get third class citizenship
right away, so long as you’re willing to take the oath of loyalty to
the Republic. We understand that the results of an election that
allows only NVA and NDF people to vote would be considered
morally questionable, and so for the first couple of years until we
can work up a whole new order of society and a whole new way
of doing things, we’ll be kind of playing it by ear. [p. 43]

Unlike the Third Reich democracy continues in the Northwest
American Republic and to boot women can vote. What would the
blogger think (remember that the welfare state is related to
women’s suffrage)?

Robert, this is Millie, one of my part-time admin assistants from
the high school. She graduates in June and she’ll be doing her
Labor Service here at UM along with night school for a teaching
degree, and so she’s getting a head start on things now, after
school.” [p. 195]

The Northwest American Republic is indeed a sort of the second
incarnation of Murka. Women are still making careers like any
other guy in today’s West. About a hundred pages later we read:

“So what can we throw against these bastards?” asked
Morehouse.

“Almost five million men and women under arms, including our
regulars, who are the best trained and most highly motivated
individual soldiers in the world. [p. 288]

Neonazi women are perfectly interchangeable with neonazi men,
even in the army. Let’s jump 235 pages ahead and hit this passage:

With Barrow was his blonde and Canadian-born wife, former
NVA Captain Jane Chenault, who was now the senior Permanent
Secretary for Education, essentially the senior civil servant
working under the Cabinet Minister for that department. For the
duration of the war, Jane had reverted to her reserve military
rank of colonel, and she had promised her husband that if she
were not allowed some role in the conquest of Canada, their
future married life would be something to make him shudder.
Like all wise husbands who know when their wives really mean
it, Frank gave in immediately. Jane was proud and pleased to
discover that her statuesque figure could still fit into her old
Kevlar vest from her NVA days. [p. 524]

In Covington’s world white women are not only empowered, they
are still doing shit tests—and men comply! No wonder why Uncle
Harold misjudged the character of Corinna…

The novel actually ends on page 537. The remainder of the book is
like the  sixth novel of Covington’s saga about the creation of an
ethnostate. My guess is that since Covington had promised his
listeners that Freedom’s Sons would be his last novel, instead of
recognizing that it was not the last one he decided to insert the
rest of the manuscript under a single cover. But the plot of the rest
of the book is so different that a future editor would separate the
books.

In the climax of Freedom’s Sons a woman kills Hunter Wallace,
the president of the United States, when he was about to nuke the
racist ethnostate. Notice that the heroine is a woman.

In the remainder of the “fifth” novel, the Republic is consolidated.
If you read it all together the remainder represents a big
anticlimax. Covington even goes back to the detective fiction genre
of the first novel that he wrote of this saga, The Hill of the Ravens.
In this “sixth” novel another crime has to be solved within the now
safe Republic. The very title of the first chapter of this “sixth”
novel betrays that is another book altogether: “32 Years, Seven
Months After Longview.” On the very first paragraphs of that
chapter Covington wrote:

Colonel Robert Campbell, who at the age of 46 was now the head
of the Civil Guard’s Montana regional Criminal Investigation
Division, shook his salt- and-pepper head in bemused
admiration. “I’m sorry,” he said, “I still can’t wrap my mind
around it. Where the hell did you come from again?”

“From down in the number four traverse trench,” replied his
daughter-in-law, Allura Myers Campbell, a graduate student in
archaeology at the University of Montana. She was wearing
khaki shorts, a khaki work shirt, mud-caked work boots and
knee socks, and a large floppy straw hat to protect her head from
the sun, which in May was already becoming uncomfortably hot
in the pine hills of Lost Creek. [543]

Two pages later we learn that this woman is an intellectual:

“Nope, first time for both of us,” said Campbell. “Tom and I are
going to be running point on the security aspect of this visitation
of foreign eggheads. No offense, honey.”

“None taken,” said Allura with a merry laugh. “I am an
egghead.” [p. 545]

Allura is a 22-year-old girl of the ethnostate. So women not only
compete with men in the military but in the world of ideas.
Covington doesn’t seem to realize that the feminist world he
depicts is contradicted with what he himself writes on the next
page: “…a wide range of uncles, aunts, grandparents, cousins” as if
it was possible to have both radical feminism and prolific families
within the same society.

Three hundred pages later, on page 852, a female character made
me feel skeptical. Not even tough guys have that icy nerves that
this woman showed in a mission. A few pages later we see that the
novelist pays attention to the education of the girls—multiplying
fractions! What about kitchen tasks or preparing them for
motherhood? Is this a novel written by a traditionalist? Covington
can’t have a cake and eat it. Either these traditional families make
their women submit or they become Murka-like feminists.
Covington seems to believe that with the liberties of his fantastic
ethnostate these career women would simply chose having lots of
kids. On page 864 we read:

She had experienced this on her first weekend at the Selkirk
spread, when her new sisters and cousins had taken her down to
Northwest Butte and gone on a shopping spree, fitting her out
with a whole new wardrobe of hats, long dresses with fully
sleeves, new lace-up shoes that displayed no immodest ankles,
and assorted hats.

It is the women who chose to dress like a pre-1960s western
society, not the patriarchal codes what obliges them to do so.
Concurrently, Covington wants us to believe that some of the
liberated women of his ethnostate would choose to have eight
kids! On page 867 we are told, again, that they have the right to
vote and what is worse: these little women are now applying to get
first-class citizenship.

By the end of the long novel, on page 908 we learn that
Nightshade is a national heroine of the ethnostate. I have read the
whole saga. When I devoured A Mighty Fortress a scene of this
gun bunny, Nightshade, struck me as psycho. She got upset with a
comrade in arms and intended to poke a switchblade through his
eye. But of course “Nightshade” is a woman and, like the sexually-
starved Wyoming males, Covington apparently writes to attract
both male and female volunteers.

In conclusion, I stick to everything I published on January 1st
about “ethnosuicidal nationalists.” The ideology of today’s racists
is both part of the problem and part of the solution. Crossing the
river from liberalism to the other side involves several stepping
stones: Donald Trump’s Alt Light, the Altright (not yet a direct
approach to the Jewish question), white nationalism (or southern
nationalism), neonazism (which is but WN with Nazi
paraphernalia) and reaching the other side, National Socialism.

I would like to finish this post telling that yesterday I received five
books from Ostara Publications: Germania by Tacitus, The Origin
and Deeds of the Goths by Jordanes, The Inequality of the Human
Races by Arthur de Gobineau, The Racial Elements of European
History by H.F.K. Günther and Hitler’s Second Book. How I wish
that white nationalists jumped from the final stepping-stone to the
safer shore of solid ground.
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One more brew ingredient

 
In his video “Regarding red pill rage” the blogger talks about the
explosion that comes when a normie realizes that his most
cherished ideals—home, family, children—have been subtracted in
the very system where he lives.

But the blogger, his MGTOW pals and the guys of the manosphere
in general overstate their case. As can be seen in the maps of the
latest US elections many white women voted for both Romney and
Trump. From the viewpoint of racial preservation the real shock
comes not from women, but from the all-blue map that shows
what would happen if only the coloreds voted.

I have said that the
white nationalist
myopia bothers me.
They have awakened
to the colored and the
Jewish question and
that is great. But they
are tone deaf about
what I have been
saying of the
Mediterraneans. For
example, they ignore
that in Latin America

the Iberian whites dislike so much the Nordish whites at the north
of the Río Grande that in our media there is not even a single
white who has defended Donald Trump—not even one, not even in
the written press or intellectual magazines! [1]

I almost never watch TV in Spanish. But this month my hobby has
been to see what the Spanish-speaking media is saying about the
recent US election. Regarding their hate of Trump, it is mind-
boggling that the mestizos and the Iberian whites throughout
Latin America are exactly on the same page of the Mexican Jews! I
don’t want to give some nasty examples about what I have been
watching in this new hobby of mine. Let’s rephrase keeping in
mind the hate the Jews feel for the Aryans: the Iberian white
pundits that talk on TV or write articles share exactly the same
hatred toward the embryonic white awakening at the North
resulting from Trump’s successful campaign.

So the blogger and the manosphere movement in general have
been focusing on a secondary issue. The primary issue is race, and
not only the false Aryan/Jew dichotomy in the orthodox narrative
of white nationalism.

Nevertheless, the blogger is right that the feminized western men
must grow a pair. The white masses may be as feminine as Hitler
saw, and it is good that an alpha male has grabbed the American
electorate by the pussy. Trump may be implicitly pro-white but
now an explicit work must begin.

Although it is secondary compared to race, I don’t want to
dispatch the knowledge that the blogger and others are patiently
gathering in this movement that they call Men Going Their Own
Way. I will illustrate why they must be taken seriously in the next
and final installment of this series, where I’ll review Harold
Covington’s last novel of his quintet.

In conclusion, both MGTOWers and WNsts are purple pilled, not
red pilled (jargon for those who are not fully awakened). The
manosphere community needs to become acquainted with the
hard facts of race realism, e.g. with the work of the granddaddy of
the Altright, Jared Taylor. Similarly, those racists who like
Covington et al believe that men are interchangeable with women
need to become familiar with the research of the blogger and his
comrades.

Finally, I must add an ingredient—see bold-type below—to our lab
analysis of the lethal cocktail we have ingested. “A witches’ brew”
is a page from the book that I edited, The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour. This is what I wrote:

William Pierce, in Who We Are, said in his concluding
remarks: “It is difficult to analyze the witches’ brew and
place exactly the proper amount of blame on each
ingredient.”

It seems to me that from Pierce’s point of view the
Jewish problem would be a very strong catalyst that has
accelerated the process of Western malaise in the last
centuries, but certainly not the active ingredient of the
brew.

I for one believe that individualism, universalism, weak
ethnocentrism (“hardwired” characteristics in the White
psyche since prehistoric times) plus egalitarianism,
liberalism, capitalism (cultural “software” after the
Revolution which ironically strengthened Christian
axiology) plus the empowerment of Jewry since the
times of Napoleon and women since the 19th
century (ingredient added!) has created a lethal brew
for the White peoples, as we shall see in the next section.

_________________

[1] By “Iberian white” I mean those white Latin Americans who look like
Spaniards. Some of them have Amerind blood in their veins but
phenotypically look like Iberian whites; others only have a few drops of that
blood, and others none of it. All of them, even those with zero Amerind
blood, call themselves mexicanos and may be the product of several
generations of whites living in this part of the continent. None of them has
any objection whatsoever about further mestization with the darker
mexicanos.
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The enemy of men

 
The nature of us males is the subject of a series of videos
that the blogger titled “The enemies of men.” He starts by
saying that there is no chivalry in the animal kingdom.

We can imagine what would happen if a lioness attacked an adult
lion in the wild. Only the bonobos and the humans behave
deferentially toward physically abusive females, even when we are
stronger.

A common cognitive mistake in our gynocentric society is the
belief that women are masters of manipulation. “No, they’re not”
responds the blogger. They didn’t plan the current status quo.
“Our gynocentric society is the result of men oppressing other
men [my emphasis] in order to pander to women for themselves.
We are our worst enemy.”

Exactly, and I would add that our Judeo-liberal society is the
result of whites oppressing whites in order to pander to the system
for themselves. If women can vote it was because men competed
among themselves and made a diabolical alliance with Eve’s
serpent. Neither Jews nor women but we are our worst enemy.
Analogously, for the blogger gynocentrism is enforced by us. “We
men are our own jailers.”

Even after taking the red pill, the blogger claims, we are still slaves
of our own biology (remember Sparks’ phrase “the sperm and its
slave, the male body which produced it” in the fourth installment
of this series). He illustrates his point by explaining the aspects of
male nature that make us our enemies.

First, there is the instinct of domination. The blogger does not
mention it, but this instinct is especially nasty among Aryans.
Those bellicose Scandinavians could have easily conquered this
continent and wipe out the Mongolid-American population that
had crossed the Bering Strait, but they chose to fight among
themselves. (In his table talks Hitler complains that this intra-
racial bellicosity was only tamed with Charlemagne.) The blogger
also fails to mention it, but Nordics have a more pronounced
sexual dimorphism than Mediterraneans: something that explains
a lot of their behavior. Aryan individualism also explains why
Germany took so many centuries to become a nation.

Back to the blogger. If we want to overcome the gynocentric
system the instinct of domination stands in our way. By inciting
alphas to fight among themselves this instinct makes room for the
gynocencrat betas. But the instinct of dominion has a luminous
side. It is only a matter of how to tap its energy. In our times the
right way, I would say, is through fascist militarism where upward
mobility is available for the bellicose alphas.

For the blogger male dominance is equivalent to female
hypergamy. We can understand human nature through both of
them: the psychological aspects of survival and reproduction. By
shaming the alpha males society has tamed its dominance instinct.

The most common tactic to attack MGTOW is shaming
(remember once more the white nationalist hysteria at the
comments section of The Daily Stormer when Anglin dared to
debunk feminism). What separates MGTOW from the other anti-
feminist groups is that they don’t care what women think. Most of
the guys at the manosphere, says the blogger, are still looking for
external validation. It is through shaming that the betas and the
women control alpha males. The role that such system assigns us
is humiliating madness (think of white girls sucking black dicks at
this very moment), and even so Aryan men comply in search for
external validation. “Not giving a shit is the secret to a happy life”
says the blogger, who in one of these videos we learn that he
served in Iraq. The war experiences helped him realize that the
feminists used to give white feathers to white men and many took
the shaming seriously to the point of going to war to get killed or
maimed.

The ego that avoids public shaming by complying with the
feminized system is thus another enemy of white males. The
blogger illustrates his plain definition of “ego” by pointing out that
skeptics are very good to debunk, say, paranormal claims. But
once you put egalitarianism on the table, the secular skeptics
make the sign of the cross and go into “immediate retards.” They
become as believers of the irrational cult of equality as the Judeo-
Christian religion they criticize.

Why do the skeptics have a blind spot, the blogger asks. Because
they identify their egos with the egalitarian ideology that has been
inculcated in their minds since their tender years, and it would be
a blow to their egos to place their cherished ideology on the dock—
precisely what the blogger himself fails to do regarding the
scientific racism that he so vehemently rejects. “The problem is
the ego” says the blogger. The ego is exactly what has him and
those pseudo-rationalists who reject racism trapped in a cognitive
jail.

But the blogger has a point in the final video of his series “The
enemies of men,” the one devoted to the male sex drive. It is
precisely our sexual drive the most dangerous factor within us.
This revelation, uncommon even in the manosphere, moved me to
reproduce this series.

Before puberty we didn’t think obsessively about
women; we had other interests. After puberty the
sexual drive overwhelms our psyche. Mother
nature tricks us: the most primitive layer of our
brain starts sending us signals to feel tremendous
hunger of little reds ridding hoods. The blogger
mentions fascinating scientific studies
demonstrating that human males have a sexual

drive about ten times stronger than the human females. During
adolescence we start taking seriously the validation that the
opposite sex offers to us. We are hardwired to be nice to beautiful
girls, even when we are not thinking in sex.

Dominion and hunger of little reds have to do with survival and
reproduction. But such a tremendous impulse has a dark side.
Pandering to women in search for sex created the climate for
universal suffrage. In 1869 in Wyoming the madness started. It
was the first state that granted women the right to vote. There
were six thousand men and only a thousand women. Bachelor
men were feeling lonely. To attract women from other states they
offered them the right to vote. For the blogger, women’s suffrage
in 19th century America was the equivalent of Jewish
emancipation in France for white nationalists: the origin of the
tragedy. It started when sexually-starved white males wanted to
get laid. Our lust destroyed civilization.

The blogger, who apparently is in his thirties, invites us to
remember the rosary of imbecilities we have committed when the
sex drive was behind the wheel in our respective biographies. He
adds that we are only about 30 percent a bonding species, and 70
percent tournament species, and reminds us how in the past we
went to war to kill the males and rape any little red we fancied.
“This was part of the tournament.” Obviously, men were the
primordial victims of such wars, as girls were too precious
creatures for the wolves’ needs.

Nature made man inherently more disposable than women due
to the dynamics of sexual reproduction. But it also made men,
due to their disposability, bigger, stronger, smarter, etcetera.
You see this in sexually dimorphic species, like the peacock.

Male peacocks are so beautiful not only to attract the female, but
to divert the attention of the predators away from the rather
invisible female. The peacock’s feathers are like our superiority.
Think of the amazing constellation of male artists that the white
race has produced. That’s why, says the blogger, when we embrace
egalitarianism we are breaking the equilibrium, as almost all
dimorphic species are patriarchal. Finally, the solution would be
to clone, in an industrial scale, the cutest little reds we salivate for
in order to artificially create the magic of male scarcity.

This last video soon got 120,000 hits, “by far the most viewed
video of all time” said the blogger. In a follow-up he responds to
the criticism of one of his phrases, that “men don’t need women.”
Commenters complained that sex is a need, that we guys really
need it. The blogger replies that we don’t need sex to live, and as
an example he mentions the monks.

Conversely, as to the question “do women need men?” He
answers: “Yes!” because the government is the man. It’s the taxes
what artificially allows these spoiled women to make a living in
addition to the male police, the military, etc. If all of these
institutions disappeared women would start to die. Unlike sex,
those are real necessities. This is so in spite of the fact that “men
marry women; men have relationships with women because they
are getting their asses.”

The blogger tells us that in the manosphere the subject of men’s
nature is not discussed. His pals spend their time discussing
women’s nature. But if we don’t know ourselves we won’t solve the
problem. That has been the goal of this series: know thyself.

Always remember: “Know your enemy and know yourself and you
can fight a hundred battles without disaster” (Sun Tzu). The
blogger ends his video with the plea that we must not allow that
our sex drive reduces our lives to ruins. We gotta be conscious of
our base instincts! Autobiographically, I will try to expand this
premise in From St Francis to Himmler.
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“Americans are so enamored of equality that they
would rather be equal in slavery than unequal in
freedom.”

Alexis de Tocqueville

 
And the blogger himself would rather be equal in slavery.
For example, in his video “Debunking egalitarianism” he
says: “I believe that it is egalitarianism, the belief in

equality, that is the liberal problem in Western civilization.” But
he just cannot see the elephant in the room: the ridiculous claim
that all human races are equal. He merely wants us to realize that
gender equality is a myth. His video “Debunking egalitarianism” is
all about gender.

He says that even when westerners are persuaded that men have
higher IQs than women they say that everybody is of equal worth.
Yes: those who cannot refute the psychometric studies continue to
stick to egalitarianism without defining what does it mean! Per
Aristotle (“equals should be treated equally and unequals
unequally”), by treating equally men and women, the liberals are
discriminating men. It is like if in a surreal society adults were
treated equally as children.

The video is addressed to those in the Men’s Rights Movement
who continue to believe in equality. It strongly reminds me those
in white nationalism that continue to believe that all whites are
equal. The blogger concludes that “egalitarianism is a religion”
and in a follow-up video he responds to his commenters thus:
“The idea that everyone is of equal worth is a fundamentally
religious concept. It has to do with the belief that all souls are
equal in the sight of God.” Precisely: and white nationalists suffer
exactly from the same problem, even those who claim to have
given up religion.
 

Misogyny?

In another video, “Love women” the blogger responds to other
common criticism: that he and MGTOW in general hate women.
He counters by explaining the concept of “red pill rage,” a
psychological phenomenon after men discover the truth about
women.

His statement may seem preposterous at first sight: “MGTOW is
the only group that can love women.” He is speaking about loving
the Other not as adolescents we imagined the Woman: but loving
her in her radical Otherness.

Similarly, as can be ascertained on my sidebar’s images of
beautiful young girls, I love women despite all the science that the
blogger has thrown upon us in this series. Aryan female beauty is
still the dialectical force behind this site. It would be crazy to label
me a misogynist.

In the blogger’s own words: “Because the
truth is unflattering to women, most women
and especially the feminists say that any
discussion of their truth is misogyny.” In
another video the blogger says that most
MGTOWers are completely uninterested in
the big picture, ignoring again that he
himself doesn’t want to see it (he has not

withdrawn his silly videos “Why racism is retarded” and “MGTOW
is not racist”).

In another video, “Rub their nose in it” he says something that I
have already mentioned: Societies are gynocentric because women
bring children to the world and they have to nurture and raise
them during their first years. The nature of reproduction forces us
guys to take care of all of these cute creatures.

The next entry will be perhaps the most important of this series. It
will show that we males are the problem behind the feminism in
the same way that the Aryan problem enabled the Jewish
problem.
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More critical notes

 
Remember in Pride and Prejudice the dialogues between
Liza and Jane about how much a year their admirers
earned, and how both Mr. Darcy and Mr. Bingley

married them: women below their social class. In words of the
blogger, “Women can always date up; men, basically have to date
down.”

In “Hacking hypergamy” he says that many men ignore how
women really are because we are imbued in popular songs and
fairy tales. Women are not difficult to understand once we grasp
the concept of hypergamy. “A woman will always desire a man
who is better than herself.” That’s why it is so silly to be extremely
kind with her: her instinct will interpret it as if she was above you.
They not even want a man who’s equal to them. “You should never
make her your priority, never make her Number One.”

The blogger also talks about the shit test and explains it: “Women
don’t want a partner, they want a leader.” We can even ignore
Jane Austen and go to the classics of the ancient world to
understand hypergamy. In Aristophanes’ comedy on women,
these creatures always want to mate with the very best one. They
always want a better deal even if they are married. “Remember:
women don’t think: they feel” explains the blogger. That’s why we
must never try to engage them intellectually as if we were
discussing with another guy.

In another video, “Into the wasteland” the blogger says that today
a woman can have her partner condemned to sexual starvation—
and even legally claim his money! So extremely toxic are women
that by dealing with them “you are putting your dick in the
guillotine” as the bonobos literally do. He himself was accused of
rape and, although never arrested, the accusation destroyed his
life. Presently it is unwise not only to get married but even having
hetero sex.
 

More critical notes

Alas, in that video the blogger continues to rant against
nationalism and racism. He does it in the context of advancing
strategies once men take what he calls “the red pill.” He continues
to be clueless that awakening about the biological facts of the
battle of the sexes is a mere purple pill, not the red one.

“Into the wasteland” has less than a year and the blogger
continues to ignore that a strictly individual life is a western
fantasy; that the Muslims are conquering Europe precisely
because whites empowered Jews, liberals and women, and that if
non-whites reach majority at both sides of the Atlantic even his
videos will be censored in an anti-white West. The blogger naively
talks about the individual in a vacuum: as if the totalitarian society
never existed (Islam, the former Soviet Union) or as if it won’t be
implemented in the West (the “open boarders” that Hillary
Clinton dreamt about before the recent election).

He is so blind that in his video he even claimed that white
nationalists are as evil as those women who want to exploit our
asses; and he adds that giving our life to a woman is like giving it
to a country or a race: that it is the same, that we are simply not
living our lives.

The poor bastard believes that niggers are equal to him. If the
blogger does not change his worldview he deserves being
victimized by the chimps in the chaos that he himself predicts. He
suffers from the same retardation that most whites suffer:
individualism. In his own decadent words: “MGTOW is not a
group: it is individual men going their own way.”
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“We live in an insane society that tells us
both
that women are totally equal in every way
to men.”

—Andrew Anglin

 
In “Regarding arrogance” the blogger said that
he is constantly accused of being arrogant:
precisely what I am. But arrogance is not a vice

unless you are wrong. Remember Vesalius, who always
scorned the followers of Galen with manners of
superiority because he was right. The blogger is right
about patriarchy. I am right about what I write in my
books. We will continue to be arrogant unless proved
wrong.

In another video, “She’ll never love you—confirmed” the
blogger quotes a female commenter: “As a woman I can
confirm all of this. I am in a relationship… After two
years he was always nearly broke… After that I felt less
romantic feelings for him.” The blogger comments:
“Hypergamy instinct is a by-product of the maternity
instinct.” In our case, the instinct is not hypergamy. It is
having cute little riding hoods as our delicious dinner, a
consequence of the drive to reproduce.

The blogger mentions those
women who don’t care for their
fiancés’ finances as they are still
very young and don’t think in
marriage, which is not the case
of the above-quoted woman. “Fell out of love” is a
women’s phrase. They stop loving us when we don’t
grow economically and they look at other opportunities.
“Their love for you is conditional. That is how
hypergamy works… create environments for the family.”

 
A critical note

The blogger mentions podcasts talking with his
colleagues. In one of them, “Is MGTOW ready to
evolve?” he tells his pals that trans-humanism and bio-
technology can produce a more egalitarian society,
making women more intelligent and strong.

He is crazy of course. Even one of his colleagues told
him that that could create more problems than the
problems we have today. The blogger doesn’t seem to
realize that those stronger and more intelligent women
would never need us again! Like many sci-fi idiots, the
blogger believes that trans-humanism will solve our
problems. He really is a degenerate, as I said in a
previous entry about his porn addiction, and it is
incredible that he doesn’t foresee the bride of
Frankenstein that his egalitarian bio-technology could
potentially create.

In the podcast, another of his pals showed much better
common sense. He felt nostalgic about his childhood in
a farm and confessed that those memories validated
what he still fells about life. Trying to solve
gynocentrism the blogger, on the other hand, would
create humanoid monsters like those we saw in Ridley
Scott’s Blade Runner!

This is one of the problems endemic with
disenfranchised whites. The post-WW2 narrative has
been so toxic for the West that even smart westerners
have become degenerates. Just see the many videos that
the blogger has devoted to sex toys.

Non-degenerates would instead be fighting for an
ethnostate that makes women submit to the will of their
husbands as in The Village, a 2004 film that features the
image of the little yellow riding hood I embedded above.
That, not pornography, would be the solution. A pity:
since approximately at 1:15 of that podcast the blogger
was right about the “zombie apocalypse” we will see on
the streets after the dollar crashes.
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“Women in their hearts think that men are intended
to earn money so that they may spend it.”

—Schopenhauer

 
Commenters of the blogger’s channel often complain that
Not All Women Are Like That (NWALT). He counters
that the exceptions prove the rule. The blogger then

advances a good litmus test to those women who claim they are
traditional gals and anti-feminists: Why don’t you fight to abolish
marriage rape laws?

In the last entry I labeled the blogger a degenerate. In “Guide to
WALT” he says that the reason guys are taking refuge in
videogames and porn is the high risk involved in dealing with
today’s women: you can be accused of rape and then obliged to
prove your innocence. Presently, the word of a woman is so sacred
that it means you are presumed guilty.

Regarding NWALT women, those who still comply to real
traditionalism, they generally come from very religious
backgrounds, where you have to actively work for your own
salvation. But most women don’t take religion as seriously as to
fear in eternal damnation. Their hypergamy program, which is
hardwired, takes control. They always want to get into a higher
caste or social group, discarding their husbands. Remember that
hypergamy = materialism + opportunism + selfishness. All women
have the potentiality to act on their hypergamy program at any
time. “Once the woman gets married she can use the State in order
to extract the resources from her husband and she has no
incentive to continue to be a NWALT.”

In “Regarding hypergamy and generalizations” the blogger
continues to defend himself against the accusations in the
comments section of his videos. He is being accused of making
broad generalizations and the commenters claim that it is a logical
fallacy. He counters by giving a speech on statistics showing,
again, that the exception confirms the rule.

He then uses a cartoon of a couple under the shadow of a tree, the
girl saying: “I’ll love you forever and ever until something better
comes along or I get bored.” In other words, women are always
looking for an ever better deal. He adds that since the 1940s the
polls show that women have confessed that wealth is the
fundamental factor that attracts them to men. In a more recent
poll, no single woman wanted to get married with a man who
made less money than her. This proves that we are wired very
differently: we don’t care the least bit about how much they make
a year. In fact, we would rather she doesn’t make a penny, so we
may have within our property the little riding hood of our dreams.

The blogger claims that stats also show that women are more
capable to cheat on their husbands (I would have to check and see
if he got his statistics alright) and adds: “There is no morality in
nature [cheating, opportunity, etc.], only survival.”

Taking of being wired in different ways, he says we even have a
different set of values. We men are interested in justice. Women
are prepared to dispatch justice for what is convenient for them
and the family (caring). “You cannot rule a society based on
‘contextual justice’,” the Newspeak term that the feminists use.

In a nutshell, women are more selfish than men. See Schopen’s
epigraph above. The blogger concludes: “She deserves that money
because she is a woman; because you have it, because she needs it
more than you.”
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“What feminism calls patriarchy is simply
civilization, an abstract system designed by men but
augmented and now co-owned by women.”

—Camille Paglia

 
Treating men and women as equals, the blogger says, can
only hurt men. “This retardation of equality needs to
stop.” As he has said in previous entries, gender equality

is absolutely impossible due to sexual dimorphism in human
beings favoring men. Exactly the same should be said about race:
but the folks at the manosphere are only halfway regarding
egalitarianism.

Alas, the blogger’s worldview is not only partially cooked. Not
being a follower of the 14 words, he is a degenerate. He has many
videos that I won’t watch about porn, sexual robots and sexual
toys. This is one of the problems with the manosphere in general.
Without the moral compass of the 14 words, partially awakened
whites kill their time in self-debasing ways.

But the blogger’s observations about the whys of the Empire of the
yin that we are suffering still merit citation. In his video “social
intelligence is bullshit” he responds to some critics of his video
“Men are smarter than women”: guys who advance the argument
that women have “emotional intelligence,” presumably to
manipulate us. The blogger counters with a thought experiment: If
a woman waked up with the body of a guy she would loss all of her
power over us! It is not emotional intelligence what they have to
manipulate, but merely their fuckable little bodies.
 
Old and young women

The blogger adds that when women reach the age of 50 they
become invisible. They usually cannot manipulate us as they used
to do. The reason is obvious: their bodies are now unfuckable.
Even before their forties they are no longer little reds riding
hoods. Lycanthropes no longer drool while seeing them. Older gals
are not even fertile anymore. In the words of the blogger, “Social
intelligence is not intelligence at all. It’s merely female difference,
specifically, young attractive female difference.”

All of this bullshit of social intelligence and emotional intelligence
are pure gadgets to assist the self-esteem of inferior humans:
women. The blogger’s exact words once more: “Women are
basically retarded children. They have to be shielded from reality,
the reality of sexual dimorphism.”

Remember de Tocqueville: equality is a slogan based on envy.
Ultimately all of these pious self-delusions do not help women.
They are the same kind of delusions that career women suffer:
those who, in their forties, start looking for a husband clueless
that we wolves don’t find them palatable anymore. This is what
Nietzsche wrote in “Old and Young Women”:

Why do you steal along so furtively in the twilight, Zarathustra?
And what do you hide so carefully under your cloak?

Is it a treasure that has been given to you? Or a child that has
been born to you? Or do you go on a thief’s errand, you friend of
evil?

My brother, said Zarathustra, it is a treasure that has been given
me: I carry a little truth.

But it is naughty, like a young child; and if I do not hold its
mouth, it screams too loudly.

As I went on my way alone today, at sunset I met an old woman,
and she spoke thus to my soul:

“Much has Zarathustra spoken also to us women, but never spoke
he to us concerning woman.”

And I answered her: “About woman, one should speak only to
men.”

“Talk also to me of woman,” said she; “I am old enough to forget
it presently.”

And I obliged the old woman and spoke thus to her:

Everything in woman is a riddle, and everything in woman has
one answer—it is called pregnancy. Man is for woman a means:
the purpose is always the child. But what is woman for man?

The real man wants two different things: danger and play.
Therefore he wants woman, as the most dangerous plaything.

Man shall be trained for war, and woman for the recreation of
the warrior: all else is folly.

The warrior does not like fruits which are too sweet. Therefore he
likes woman—bitter is even the sweetest woman.

Woman understands children better than man does, but
humanity is more childish than woman.

In a real man there is a child hidden: it wants to play. Up then,
you women, and discover the child in man!

Let woman be a plaything, pure and fine like the precious stone,
illumined with the virtues of a world not yet come.

Let the beam of a star shine in your love! Let your hope say:
“May I give birth to the overman!”

In your love let there be courage! With your love you shall attack
him who causes you fear!

In your love let there be honour! Little does woman understand
about honour otherwise. But let this be your honour: always to
love more than you are loved, and never to be second.

Let man fear woman when she loves: then she makes every
sacrifice, and everything else she regards as worthless.

Let man fear woman when she hates: for man in his innermost
soul is merely bad; woman, however, is evil.

Whom does woman hate most? – Thus spoke the iron to the
magnet: “I hate you most, because you attract me, but are too
weak to draw me to you.”

The happiness of man is, “I will.” The happiness of woman is, “He
wills.” “Lo! Lo! Now has the world become perfect!” Thus thinks
every woman when she obeys with all her love.

The woman must obey, and find a depth for her surface.
Woman’s soul is all surface, a mobile, stormy film on shallow
water.

Man’s soul, however, is deep, its torrent thunders in
subterranean caverns: woman feels his strength, but does not
understand it.

Then the old woman answered me: “Many fine things have
Zarathustra said, especially for those who are young enough for
them. Strange! Zarathustra knows little about woman, and yet
he is right about her! Is this because with woman nothing is
impossible? And now accept a little truth by way of thanks! I am
old enough for it! Swaddle it up and hold its mouth: otherwise it
will scream too loudly, the little truth.”

“Woman, give me your little truth!” I said. And thus spoke the old
woman:

“You go to women? Do not forget the whip!”

Thus spoke Zarathustra.
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Taylor on Trump

Watch Jared Taylor’s latest video:
“Whites Hand Trump a Victory.”

And audio: “Donald Trump Wins!”
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The coalition of egalitarianism

 
Understanding the bonobo and chimpanzee different
societies is absolutely central to understand our species.
The knowledge of our closest cousins and the broader

study of animal sexuality responds perfectly the question “Why
the system of gynocentrism or egalitarianism inevitably fails in
humans, but works in other species?”

Once we grasp the basics of animal sexuality and of Homo sapiens
it is easy to see why patriarchy is the only viable model for human
society. In his video “The coalition of egalitarianism” the blogger
defines alpha males as those with greatest sexual dimorphism.
Sometimes alpha humans are physically robust, but there are
beta males with muscle, and there are alpha males without
muscle. Being alpha or beta has nothing to do with muscles but
with sexual dimorphism, adds the blogger. I could illustrate this
point with my own family.

These days Donald Trump’s election shocked all people in Mexico,
even the Mexican whites. I stopped any discussion of the subject
with my mother and sister, who hate Trump. My educated guess is
that there is about a three standard deviation of IQ (a
psychometricians’ term) between me and my family. It is an
absolutely monstrous deviation that makes any reasonable
discussion with them impossible, and it reminds me what the
blogger claims in another entry: “women are children.”

Back to his video, he says that alphas make effective leaders but
terrible followers. This explains a lot, especially why in white
nationalism we have no leaders: most of us are alphas. The
blogger adds: “In MGTOW, discussions usually focus on female
nature, hypergamy and gynocentrism. However, women are
relatively harmless on their own. Their strength comes from their
ability to cooperate and manipulate. The beta males play a key role
in this cooperation because they don’t want to live in a patriarchal
society either.”

These beta males are like women (think about the “males” in
Hillary Clinton’s team). A society cannot be founded on feminized
males and on women: it is a society that will end up in ruins, as in
the painting by Thomas Cole in a previous entry. Keep in mind the
first stage of civilization in that entry: brutal patriarchy. In
sexualized animals, including humans, there are only two
strategies of mating: the patriarchal tournament mating or the
gynocentric pair-bonding. The betas don’t want brutal patriarchy
under any circumstance. They will chose the second option. They
will be exploited by the women, yes: but they prefer it and not
being dominated by the alphas.

It is true that the blogger seems to be describing the apes more
than the humans in his video. But the comparison has some
validity. He uses the typical Venn diagram of three circles to show
that the Men’s Rights Movement shares a considerable space with
feminism through the egalitarian stance of both. In other words,
many in the MRM movement are phony anti-feminists, as shown
in entry 19 of this series.

But the blogger himself commits serious cognitive mistakes. A
staunch monocausalist, he believes that the basic etiology of the
West’s darkest hour is feminism. I on the other hand believe that
feminism is only one ingredient of the poisonous cocktail that is
killing westerners, not the sole active substance.

This said, feminism should be analyzed and I will continue to add
more entries quoting the blogger.
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.

 

HUMAN SKIN COLORS:

ARCHIVES

Select Month

CATEGORIES

14 words

2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

Abortion

Abraham (patriarch)

Abraham Lincoln

Achilles

Adam Smith

Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer

Albrecht Dürer

Alcibiades

Alcman

Aldous Huxley

Alex Linder

Alexander Alekhine

Alexander the Great

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn

Alexandria

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alfred Rosenberg

Alice Miller

Alt-Right / white
nationalism

American civil war

Americanism

Amerinds

Ammianus Marcellinus

An Eye for an Eye
(book)

Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome

Anders Breivik

Andrew Anglin

Andrew Hamilton

Andrew Joyce

Angela Merkel

Anti-German
exterminationism

Anti-white
exterminationism

Antichrist (book)

Antiochus IV
Epiphanes

Aphrodite

Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Aryan problem /
Deranged altruism

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brigade (novel)

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Camp of the Saints
(novel)

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Claudius

Clement of Alexandria

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dorians

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of Europe

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Militarism

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Name of the Rose
(novel)

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid
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Parapsychology

Paris
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Passing of the Great
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Patriarchy

Pedagogy
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Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone
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Philippe Rushton

Philo
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Philosophy of history
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Polybius
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Portugal

Pre-Columbian
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Prehistory
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Real men
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Red terror
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Rembrandt
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René Descartes
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Richard Wagner
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Rising Tide of Color
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Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution
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Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)
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Second World War
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Sense and Sensibility
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Sexual "liberation"
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Sigmund Freud
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Sleeping Beauty (1959
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Socrates
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Soviet Union
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Struggle with the
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Summer, 1945 (book)
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Sword
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Third Reich
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Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson
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Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncategorized

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens
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Valentinian III
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Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Yearling (novel)

Zeus
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Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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